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AbstrAct

The role of grain size and porosity in the piezoelectric and elastic properties of SiO2-based materials 
was investigated using resonant piezoelectric spectroscopy (RPS) and resonant ultrasound spectroscopy 
(RUS). RPS performed on agate revealed a piezoelectric effect comparable in magnitude to that in 
single-crystal quartz. The observed strong piezoelectricity in agate requires preferential orientation of 
SiO2 during crystal growth. Similarly, in novaculite and sandstone finite (but weak) RPS signals were 
evident, suggesting that the expected randomization of the piezoelectric quartz grains is incomplete. 
On the other hand, Vycor, a silica glass with a porosity of 40%, showed no evidence of the piezoelectric 
effect. According to temperature-dependent RPS and RUS measurements, the α-β transition temperature 
in quartz does not change in polycrystalline samples. Finally, the temperature dependence under heat-
ing of the elastic constants is reversible in quartz and agate and irreversible in sandstone and Vycor.

Keywords: Resonant ultrasound spectroscopy, resonant piezoelectric spectroscopy, porosity, SiO2-
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introduction

Many SiO2-based materials form crystal structures contain-
ing SiO4 tetrahedra that are linked to form three-dimensional 
frameworks. The most common example is quartz, which displays 
chirality and is piezoelectric both in the α and β phase. The phase 
transition is displacive and transforms as the piezoelectric coef-
ficient d14 (Salje et al. 1992). The α phase, space group P3121, 
is piezoelectric with the two active coefficients d11 and d14 (and 
their symmetry equivalent parameters). At high temperatures, 
the transition from the α phase to the (high-temperature) β phase, 
space group P6222, maintains d14 piezoelectricity. The transition 
β → α near 847 K is co-elastic with a large decrease of the molar 
volume and other non-symmetry-breaking spontaneous strains 
under cooling (Carpenter et al. 1998). The soft mode has B1 
symmetry. There is no bilinear coupling between the strain and 
the structural order parameter (the tetrahedral tilts), which would 
be allowed by symmetry. Though the order parameter is two-
dimensional, under equilibrium conditions only one component 
Qi of the order parameter Q differs from zero in single domain 
α-quartz. The non-symmetry breaking strains are e1+e2 and e3, 
namely the contraction in the plane perpendicular to the crystal-
lographic c-axis and the contraction along the c-axis (Carpenter et 
al. 1998). All shear spontaneous strains ei (i > 3) are strictly zero.

In contrast to the uniform deformation of a single crystal, 
phase transitions in granular quartz suffer from non-uniform 
deformations of adjacent grains. Pertsev and Salje (2000) argued 
that such differential deformations in close packed materials lead 
to changes of the phase stability of each phase. In this case, the 
stepwise transition would be smoothed and the transition tem-
perature would increase. A typical granular SiO2 material is agate, 

where such effects have indeed been seen by Ríos et al. (2001) 
who measured Q by second harmonic generation (SHG), the tem-
perature evolution of lattice parameters and the transition entropy, 
and observed these inter-grain effects. Mechanical parameters, 
such as RUS signals, were measured by McKnight et al. (2008) 
who found no significant deviations from the behavior of large 
grain quartz crystals because only those grains that lead to the 
spanning network of the agate sample determine their mechani-
cal behavior. These grains are not subjected to the deformation 
of neighboring grains due to the fairly porous nature of agate.

It is the purpose of this article to show that resonant piezo-
electric spectroscopy (RPS) measures the mechanical excitations 
of SiO2-based materials. The piezoelectric conversion occurs 
on a local scale and only those local excitations that give rise to 
mechanical vibrations, are measured. They relate to connecting 
grains, while isolated grains vibrate locally and do not contribute 
to the macroscopic mechanical excitation of the entire sample.

The second question concerns the validity of the piezoelectric 
coupling for smaller grain sizes and even for silica glass. It is 
already known that quartz is macroscopically piezoelectric while 
silica glass is not. We show that in samples with smaller grains, 
such as agate and novaculite, which are both chemically SiO2, 
piezoelectric signals are reduced in comparison with quartz. 
Glassy Vycor, a nanocrystalline form of SiO2 (Salje et al. 2011), 
shows no signal while a very weak signal exists in sandstone 
when SiO2 grains are cemented by calcite.

We address indirectly the issue of unexpected piezoelec-
tricity in various materials that has been raised previously by 
Damjanovic and collaborators (Rojac et al. 2012; Vacche et al. 
2012; Damjanovic et al. 2012). It has been proposed by Dam-
janovic (1997) that some piezoelectric effects are due to the 
existence of domain walls and their weak pinning by defects. 
The relevant domain boundaries in quartz are Dauphine twin 
boundaries (Calleja et al. 2001). They are rare and would not 
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produce significant piezoelectric signals, so that we can rule 
out this mechanism for SiO2-based materials. For a review on 
piezoelectric ceramics that have been poled in an electric field, 
we refer the reader to Damjanovic (1998). As quartz is piezo-
electric but not ferroelectric, no ferroelectric poling is possible. 
Therefore all polycrystalline samples are unpoled by nature of 
the crystal structure and, hence, not piezoelectric by symmetry 
as randomly oriented dipoles should cancel each other out. This 
is not the case, however, as we will show that some additional 
“structural poling” or some anisotropic crystal growth is required 
to explain this effect.

Finally, flexoelectric effects are often invoked for the explana-
tion of piezoelectricity in materials (e.g., Tagantsev and Yurkov 
2012). We will show that no piezoelectric properties exist in the 
extreme case of porous, amorphized SiO2-based materials with 
an enormous surface. We hence show that no surface related 
piezoelectric effects exist in highly porous SiO2.

experiMentAl Methods

Resonant ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS) and resonant 
piezoelectric spectroscopy (RPS)

The principles of RUS have been described in detail by Migliori and Maynard 
(2005) and Migliori and Sarrao (1997). RUS is used to measure the resonant 
frequencies of normal modes of vibration of a material in the frequency region 
~0.1–2 MHz. The high-temperature RUS arrangement used for the experiments 
described here consists of two alumina rods mounted horizontally and has 
been described by McKnight et al. (2008). As shown in Figure 1, piezoelectric 
transducers are attached to one end of each rod while the sample is supported 
across diametrically opposite corners between the other ends that are inside the 
furnace. An ac voltage is applied across one of the transducers to generate the 
acoustic signal that is transmitted down the buffer rod and the second transducer 
acts as the detector for resonances that are excited in the sample and transmitted 
back along the other rod. The applied voltage for RUS and RPS measurements 
in this study was 10 V.

Absolute values of the amplitudes of resonance peaks in the RUS spectra 
are highly variable as they are highly sensitive to the mechanical coupling of the 
sample with the alumina buffer rod. The peak frequencies, on the other hand, 
depend on the shape and elastic moduli of the sample. As the geometry hardly 
changes under heating and cooling we find that RUS is an ideal method to follow 
the temperature evolution of the relative moduli of a sample where the square 
of any resonant frequency is proportional to some effective modulus (Migliori 

and Maynard 2005). Most resonance modes are dominated by shearing motions 
of the sample, and the resonance frequencies provide information primarily on 
the shear modulus, therefore.

Room-temperature RUS spectra of samples of quartz, agate, novaculite, 
sandstone, and Vycor were measured in the frequency range 100–1000 kHz. Each 
RUS spectrum collected at high temperature contained 65 000 data points over a 
frequency range between 200 and 1000 kHz. All the spectra were transferred to 
the software package Igor Pro (WaveMetrics) for detailed analysis.

RPS could be considered as an electrical analog of RUS, as it involves the 
application of an ac voltage across the sample (Aktas et al. 2013a, 2013b; Salje et 
al. 2013). The same experimental arrangement as in RUS is used but the mechani-
cal excitations are stimulated by applying the ac voltage via silver electrodes to 
two parallel surfaces of the sample, as shown in Figure 1. The applied voltage, 
10 V, leads to the oscillation of the matrix and/or domain boundaries through 
the piezoelectric effect in the sample, which creates macroscopic strain fields 
proportional to the applied electric field. The resulting elastic wave becomes 
resonant if the applied field frequency corresponds to one of the mechanical 
resonance frequencies of the sample. Mechanical resonances are detected using 
a piezoelectric receiver, as in RUS. Only piezoelectric materials can emit such 
waves, but the piezoelectric effect need not be macroscopic and can relate to 
small local regions that deform elastically under an external electric field (Salje 
et al. 2013).

Room-temperature RPS spectra of quartz, agate, novaculite, and sandstone 
were measured in the frequency range 100–750 kHz. High-temperature RPS 
spectra of quartz and agate, each containing 65 000 data points, were collected 
in the frequency range 200–1000 kHz.

Samples
Agate samples came from Ardownie, Scotland, and their characteristic grain 

size is 50–90 nm (Ríos et al. 2001). Novaculite, from Arkansas, U.S.A., has a larger 
grain size of 1–5 μm (Keller et al. 1985). The red sandstone was from Arran, U.K., 
from the Devonian period and is largely the result of the intrusion and uplift of 
Tertiary granites (Friend et al. 1963). It belongs to the lithostratigraphic unit of Old 
Red Sandstone and is of considerable importance to early palaeontology for its fossil 
content. The main components are 79% quartz, 5% feldspar, 11% clay, the cement 
consists mainly of carbonates. The average grain size is 0.3 mm.

Vycor is a porous SiO2-ceramic synthesized via a temperature-induced phase 
separation of Na2O-B2O3-SiO2 melt. After cooling, the Ba2O3-rich phase is leached 
out with an acidic solution that leaves a 96% pure SiO2 skeleton containing cylindri-
cal pores randomly distributed in length, density, and angle. The mean ratio of pore 
diameter d over pore length l was found to be d/l ≥ 0.232 (Levitz et al. 1991). Pores of 
our sample show an average diameter of 7.5 nm and a narrow pore size distribution. 
Vycor has a non-granular structure constituted of a continuous glass skeleton. The 
fact that compressive failure strength is expected to depend to a large extent on the 
adherence between grains (Delenne et al. 2009) explains why the failure strength is 
much greater in highly connected Vycor than in Sandstone (Salje et al. 2011). The 
thermal stability of the structures was tested by heating the samples to temperatures 
well above the phase transition point. Vycor changed at 1230 K while sandstone 
degraded much earlier when the differential thermal expansion between the matrix 
and the cement weakened. We will describe these results in the next section.

The quartz, agate, novaculite, and Vycor samples used for RUS had platelet 
geometry with a thickness of ~1 mm and a surface area varying between 3 × 5 and 
5 × 7 mm2.

results
Quartz

Figure 2a shows a stack of RPS spectra collected from the 
single-crystal sample of quartz, with displacements up the y-axis 
in proportion to the temperature at which they were collected. All 
resonance peaks show a frequency minimum at the α-β transi-
tion at Tc = 846 K. Our RUS observations are in agreement with 
Carpenter et al. (1998) and McKnight et al. 2008. Quartz shows 
strong RPS signals compared with other SiO2-based materials 
(Fig. 3) similar to agate but much stronger than from novaculite 
and red sandstone. No RPS signals were observed for Vycor at 
room temperature. The SHG signal for quartz shows the same 
trend as RPS (Ríos et al. 2001).

figure 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement for 
resonant ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS).
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Agate
In agate the RPS resonance frequencies obtained coincide 

with RUS frequencies (Fig. 4). Figure 5a shows a stack of RPS 
spectra collected for agate during heating. Resonance frequen-
cies decrease as T → Tc from below but, in contrast to quartz, 
we found no RPS signal above the α-β transition temperature in 
agate. Figure 5b shows RUS spectra collected for agate during 
heating. The pattern observed in Figure 5b is similar to that seen 
for RUS on quartz by McKnight et al. (2008) and RPS on quartz 
in Figure 2a. Figure 5c shows a minimum in the squared resonant 
RUS frequencies occurring in the spectrum collected at 844 K 
(571 °C) and an extinction of the RPS signal at 840 K, a few 
degrees below the transition temperature of single-crystal quartz.

Figure 6 shows that both RPS and RUS signals suddenly 
collapse in amplitude at the α ↔ β transition temperature as 
expected by the high absorption of sliding movements in the 
incommensurate phase of quartz. The SHG signal for agate at 
T > Tc decays gradually while RPS disappears abruptly. SHG 
signals average over all grains, including small grains, while RPS 
only takes into account larger spanning grains that determine the 
elastic properties of the sample.

Sandstone
The temperature evolution of elastic resonances in RUS 

spectra from red sandstone is shown in Figure 7a. All resonances 

show a decrease in frequency from Tc down to room tempera-
ture, indicating a stiffening of the elastic constants. In this case, 
softening with increasing temperature is more pronounced than 
in agate and quartz, as the shift in frequency is ~280 kHz vs. 
~90 kHz for quartz and ~105 kHz for agate. In quartz and agate, 
the curvature is more pronounced as the transition point is ap-
proached. However in sandstone a steep decrease in frequency 
is first observed at around 400 K. Above Tc all resonances show 
very little change in frequency. Only at higher temperatures, 
above 1100 K, a decrease in frequency, e.g., softening of the 
elastic constants, is observed. This is not similar to the softening 
above Tc observed in both quartz and agate.

Figure 7b shows the evolution of the resonances during 
cooling from 1145 K down to room temperature. For quartz and 
agate, RPS spectra for heating and cooling were similar, as the 

figure 2. (a) RPS spectra for quartz in the frequency region 200–700 
kHz at intervals during heating from room temperature up to 993 K. (b) 
Squared frequency variation for the peak at 600 kHz.

figure 3. Room-temperature RPS spectra of quartz, agate, 
novaculite, and red sandstone.

figure 4. Room-temperature RUS and RPS spectra of agate.
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temperature dependence of the elastic constants is reversible. In 
sandstone the temperature dependence of the elastic constants 
is clearly irreversible, as was found for the quartzite sample of 
McKnight et al. (2008). The irreversible change is due to micro-
cracking when grains pull apart during the first heating through 
the transition point. This irreversibility in terms of resonance 
frequencies is shown in Figure 8c.

Vycor
Figure 8a shows the temperature evolution of elastic reso-

nances in RUS spectra from Vycor. As the temperature rises to 
1000 K the resonance frequencies increase. At least part of this 
stiffening is irreversible, as the higher resonance frequencies are 
maintained during cooling (Fig. 8b). In contrast to quartz, agate, 
and sandstone, Vycor shows no anomalies in the vicinity of Tc. 
When the experiment was repeated and the sample was heated for 
a second time to 1225 K, the difference between the heating and 
the cooling is more pronounced than for the first run (Fig. 8c). 
This is associated with a significant change in microstructure that 
is clearly visible at a scanning electron microscope scale (Fig. 9).

Finally, we compare in Figure 10 the temperature evolution 
of squared resonance frequencies in single-crystal quartz, sand-
stone, Ardownie, Mexican (McKnight et al. 2008), and Brazilian 
agate (McKnight et al. 2008), and novaculite (McKnight et al. 
2008). The frequency minima observed in all samples (except 
for novaculite) are located near 847 K, indicating that the α-β 
transition temperature remains the same for all samples. With 

comparison to the variations of the bulk and shear modulus in 
polycrystalline quartz (Ohno et al. 2006), which are also plotted 
in Figure 10, one can see that the squared frequency variation in 
agate is similar to the variation of the bulk modulus in quartz, 
with a high recovery after the phase transition, revealing that 
mainly the bulk modulus was captured in agate and not the 
shear modulus.

discussion

Quartz is strongly piezoelectric and we find accordingly that 
the RPS amplitudes are very large. The resonance peaks and their 

figure 5. (a) RPS and (b) RUS spectra 
for agate in the frequency region 300–
1000 kHz at intervals during heating from 
room temperature up to 932 K. (c) Squared 
frequency variation for agate, collected during 
heating from 297 to 932 K.

figure 6. Amplitude of RPS (+) and RUS (triangle) signal in 
agate and excess second harmonic intensity of quartz (solid circle) and 
nanoquartz (open circle) (Ríos et al. 2001) as a function of temperature.
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thermal shift reproduce the temperature evolution of the elastic 
moduli with a large decay near the α-β phase transition point 
(Carpenter et al. 1998). In other samples the functional SiO2 
molecular groups, which could give rise to piezoelectricity, are 
geometrically randomized and one may be tempted to conclude 
that no RPS signal is expected, besides from small surface ef-
fects (Zubko et al. 2013). This is not the case, however. The RPS 
signals are reduced but not as dramatically as surface effects 
would imply. In Figure 5a, the RPS amplitudes in agate are 
comparable with quartz (the largest amplitudes in quartz apart), 
while novaculite and sandstone show amplitudes reduced by ca. 
three orders of magnitude. The spectra are still typical for bulk 
piezoelectricity so we can confirm that the randomization of the 
piezoelectric effect in these samples does not lead to the com-
plete destruction of polarity. This coincides with observations of 
polarity in ceramic relaxors by Damjanovic (1998). The orienta-
tion of the SiO2 grains in agate shows a preferential orientation 
without which we would not see such a strong RPS signal. The 
observation that Vycor is not piezoelectric shows that even large 
surfaces are insufficient in SiO2 to generate piezoelectricity via 
the flexoelectric effect near surfaces.

We now follow the temperature dependence of the RUS and 
RPS signals through the α-β phase transition. First, we find that 
the transition temperature does not change between the samples 
(except for novaculite, Fig. 10). This observation indicates that 

the macroscopic collapse of the structure at the transition point 
remains the same in all samples with the exception of novaculite 
(McKnight et al. 2008). In novaculite the transition temperature 
was 7 K higher than in other samples, suggesting that the array 
of quartz grains does not fall apart or crack at the transition 
point and that internal pressure may lead to an increase in the 
α-β transition temperature.

On a local scale, we have two observations. The second 
harmonic optical signal, SHG, measured by Ríos et al. (2001), 
shows the same decay at low temperatures as RPS and RUS 
of agate. At the α-β transition point the macroscopic elastic 
response collapses while the local optical signal decays gradu-
ally with increasing temperature (Fig. 6). This coincides with 
the prediction of Pertsev and Salje (2000) who showed that 
small connected grains will show a continuous phase transition 
and large, spanning grains, which are not closely packed, will 
show the un-renormalized transition behavior, i.e., a stepwise 
transition. SHG measures all grains including the small grains 
while RPS sees only those grains that take part in the spanning 
of the sample and that define the elastic moduli of the sample. 
The same argument holds for novaculite, where the grains are 
not interconnected because the material is porous and local re-
laxations may be possible. This avoids the squeezing of adjacent 
grains and hence the renormalization of the Landau potential 
(Pertsev and Salje 2000).

figure 7. RUS spectra 
for sandstone in the frequency 
region 200–1000 kHz collected 
during heating (a) and cooling 
(b) between room temperature 
and 1145 K. Squared frequency 
variation for sandstone (c), 
collected during heating (+), 
cooling (triangle), and re-heating 
(open circle) between room 
temperature and 1145 K.
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Even higher degrees of porosity are found in Vycor (40% 
porosity) and sandstone (12% porosity). The grain sizes are 
particularly small in Vycor with pore diameters of some 7.5 nm. 
When this material is heated surface melting occurs. This effect is 
clearly seen in the RUS spectra in Figure 9. The spectra degrade 
and become irreproducible already at temperatures of some 800 
K while full surface melting happens above 1000 K. Melting 
increases the moduli of the sample by reducing the porosity. The 
close connection between porosity and the elastic bulk modulus 
was reviewed in (Salje et al. 2010). A change of porosity from 
40% in the initial sample (Salje et al. 2011; Baro et al. 2013) 
leads to an increase of the moduli by a factor of 4–5 (Salje et al. 
2010). The observed increase in the squared resonance frequency, 
which is proportional to the elastic modulus, by a factor of ca. 2, 
shows that at 1250 K not all porosity has been destroyed. This is 
also seen in the micrographs (Fig. 2b), which still shows large 
holes in the annealed Vycor sample although the struts between 
the holes are solid without further porous holes.

The temperature evolution of elastic properties in sandstone 
lies in between the cases of agate and Vycor. The heating and 
cooling experiments on sandstone lead to irreversible tempera-
ture dependences of the moduli. In sandstone, the porosity of 
the sample is not located in the SiO2 components of the sample 
but in between solid SiO2 grains that are cemented together by 
carbonates. Heating sandstone leads to stresses between the 

quartz grains and the cement. These stresses become largest 
when the phase transition leads to massive shape changes of the 
quartz grains. In RUS (Fig. 7), we observe that the sample cracks 
during the first heating as it bursts by expanding, then what has 
not been destroyed during heating bursts again by contracting 
during cooling.

A novel correlation effect is seen in sandstone: the individual 
quartz grains are piezoelectric but one would assume that the 
piezoelectric effect vanishes because the grains are randomly 
oriented. This is not the case because a small but clear RPS signal 
is observed (Fig. 3). This indicates that the sandstone sample 

figure 8. RUS spectra for Vycor 
in the frequency region 200–1200 kHz 
collected during heating (a) and cooling 
(b) between room temperature and 1000 
K. (c) Squared frequency variation for 
Vycor: first run (open circle) and second 
(+) run during heating and cooling 
between room temperature and 1225 K.

figure 9. SEM pictures of Vycor taken before (a) and after (b) 
heating the sample at 1200 K.
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figure 10. Squared frequency variation for Ardownie agate (+), 
novaculite (+), Brazilian agate (+) (McKnight et al. 2008), Mexican 
agate (+) (McKnight et al. 2008), sandstone first heating (+) (left axis), 
and bulk (open circle) and shear (diamond) modulus variation for quartz 
from Voigt-Reuss-Hill averaged values (Ohno et al. 2006) (right axis) 
between room temperature and 1000 K.

has some preferential orientation for the quartz grains that is 
inherited from the nucleation of the sample at low temperatures.

iMplicAtions

Porosity of agate, novaculite, and sandstone may, in principle, 
increase the mechanical response to an applied electric field. It 
is possible that flexoelectricity, a coupling between polarization 
and strain gradient, can break the local symmetry (Zubko et al. 
2013). Though the flexoelectric effect is generally expected to 
be weak, Tagantsev et al. (2012) showed that the contribution of 
surface piezoelectricity to the flexoelectric response of a sample 
is comparable to that of the static bulk contribution. High poros-
ity then implies larger surface vibrations and hence higher RPS 
signals. Nevertheless, we see no such effect in Vycor, which has 
the largest specific surface area, but no piezoelectricity so that the 
RPS signals seen in this study seem only marginally influenced 
by flexoelectricity near surfaces.
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